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SUMMARY There are many protocols proposed for protecting Radi
Frequency Identification (RFID) system privacy and security. A number of 
these protocols are designed for protecting long-term security of RFID sys
tem using symmetric key or public key cryptosystem. Others are designe
for protecting user anonymity and privacy. In practice, the use of RFI
technology often has a short lifespan, such as commodity checkck out, sup
ply chain management and sont and sohermore, we know that designing a 
long-term security architecture to protect the security and privacy of RFI
tags information requires a thorough consideration from many different as-
pects. However, any security enhancement on RFID technology will jack 
up its cost which may be detrimental to its widespread deployment. Due to 
the severe constraints of RFID tag resources (e.g., power source, compu
ing power, communication bandwidth) and open air communication natur
of RFID usage, it is a great challenge to secure a typical RFID system. For 
example, computational heavy public key and symmetric key cryptogr
phy algorithms (e.g., RSA and AES) may not be suitable or over-killed to 
protect RFID security or privacy. These factors motivate us to research an 
efficient and cost effective solution for RFID security and privacy prote
tion. In this paper, we propose a new effective generic binary tree base
key agreement protocol (called BKAP) and its variations, and show how it 
can be applied to secure the low cost and resource constraint RFID syste
This BKAP is not a general purpose key agreement protocol rather it is a 
special purpose protocol to protect privacy, un-traceability and anonymi
in a single RFID closed system domai
key words: RFID security and privacy, key agreement, binary tree, limite
resource tag, low cost

1. Introduction

RFID [1]-[4] is an automatic identification method, relying 
on storing and remotely retrieving data using devices called 
RFID tags or transponders. An RFID tag is an object that 
can be attached to or incorporated into a product, animal, or 

person for the purpose of identification using radio waves. 
Chip-based RFID tags contain silicon chips and antennas. 
Passive tags require no internal power source, whereas ac-
tive tags require a power source. RFID tags can be used 
in passports, transportation payments, product tracking, au-
tomotive, animal identification, inventory systems, human 
implants and libraries using its wireless identification char-
acteristic.

A common concern with RFID is privacy risk. Many 
privacy groups are concerned about the ability to identify 
and track people when RFID is deployed in real life envi-
ronment. Another key issue in RFID is security risk. Peo-

ple who use devices that carry personal financial informa-
tion, such as credit card, do not want others to access their 

personal information. This is because the radio waves are 
transmitted into public environment, and this public envi-
ronment may be monitored or eavesdropped. An adversary 
can utilize the unique identifier (UID) or electronic product 
code (EPC) for tracking the object action or obtaining sensi-
tive information. These security problems in low cost RFID 
systems are raised by R. Damith, and C. Peter in [5]. We 
were inspired by [5] to survey and analyze existing proposed 
solutions to secure low cost RFID and found out that the 
key establishment techniques are the foundation to solve the 
abovee security problems [6]. Key establishment techniques 
are also the basis of cryptography based entity authentica-
tion protocols [6]. Key agreement protocol (KAP) is one of 
the major key establishment techniques. Some, researchers 
have proposed key exchange protocols to protect the privacy 
and security of RFID [7]-[9]. However, those protocols do 
not take into consideration all the important factors in RFID 
technology such as user privacy, security, cost, limited re-
sources and performance at the same time. Thus, we use 
existing functions of the EPC C1G2 RFID [10] to develop 
a generic KAP based on binary tree which considers these 
total factors for the RFID environment.

In this paper, we propose a generic binary tree 
based key agreement protocol (BKAP) for EPC Class-1 
Generation-2 (C1G2) RFID systems. This BKAP is not a 
general purpose key agreement protocol rather it is a spe-
cial purpose protocol to protect privacy, un-traceability and 
anonymity in a single RFID closed system domain. For 
example, if there is a consumer buys VIAGRA or Cialis, 
he does not want this privacy information to be disclosed 
to other people. One can use BKAP to protect his privacy 
in such cases. However, since the VIAGRA reader used in 
BKAP to protect the privacy of buying VIAGRA could not 
be used to exchange keys with the Cialis tags. Similarly, 
a Cialis reader could not exchange key with VIAGRA tags 
either. Therefore, BKAP is only good to protect privacy in 
a single RFID closed system domain. Furthermore, if the 
UID or EPC code responded by a tag to a reader's query 
is not varied, then it could be used to track the user's iden-
tity and violate the anonymity concern. Since BKAP takes 
the above factors into consideration, therefore, RFID tags
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implemented with this BKAP protocol can be used to pro-

vide privacy as well as un-traceability and anonymity of the 

users. Afterward we will enhance the BKAP (EBKAP) to 

make it more efficient. These two binary tree based proto-

cols do not use cryptographic function such as symmetric 

or asymmetric encryption function or hash function. There-

fore, it will not require additional resources of the existing 

RFID system to implement these two protocols . Finally, 

we will analyze the privacy, security and performance of 

EBKAP to prove they are both secure and low cost .

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce the terms and the functions for 

binary tree based KAP (BKAP).

•œ n: A binary tree has n nodes.

•œ Bn: A n-node binary tree.

•œ PT(tree): To traverse a Bn in postorder.

•œBpren: A set of Bn, and every Bn has the same preorder 

sequence and different postorder sequence.

•œ Tagi: The i-th tag, and every Tagi is assigned a Bn , and 

the Bn is selected from the Bpren.

•œ Bn_i: The Bn of the Tagi.

•œ Psi: The postorder sequence of the Bn_i.

•œ Kmi: The Master key of the Bn _i.

•œKs: Session key.

•œ Derive(postorder): To read the node content with the 

Psi order.

•œ PRNG(seed): Pseudo-random number generator.

•œ Bpre-postn: A set of Bn, and every Bn has the same pre-

order and postorder sequences.

•œ RISt: Random inorder sequence generated from the 

Bpre-postn by a tag.

•œ Secret[n]: An array of secret data, which has n ele-

ments.

•œ RNr: Random number generated by a reader.

•œ BTree(preorder, inorder): To build a unique Bn with a 

preorder and an inorder sequence.

•œ NNs: The total number of singly linked nodes of a Bn.

3. System Model

3.1 Overview

Our BKAP concept is very simple as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

We divide the memory of readers and tags into several sec-

tions and store a pre-defined secret information in the con-

tent of the memory. Assume both the tag and the reader will 

store the same secret data in their memory contents to be-

gin with. Suppose we divided the memory into 4 sections, 

and we store secret data A, C, D, B into memory sections 1 

through 4 respectively. When a reader queries a tag, the tag 

will respond with the right order of a sequence to read out 

the contents of those memory sections, and then the reader 

will read its own memory sections with this order to learn

Fig. 1 BKAP concept.

the secret session key. In Fig . 1, a tag responds with a se-

quence order of 3421 to a reader, the reader learns the cor-

rect session key is •gDBCA•h by reading the contents of its 

memory sections with this 3421 order. Therefore, the trans-

mitted information in the air is only a sequence order with-

out involving any secret information either in plaintext or in 

ciphertext.

The advantage of this scheme is that an adversary has 

to launch a physical attack on a reader's or a tag's mem-

ory to learn the secret session key. To launch a physical 

attack needs a very high class technology and very precise 

equipments. The high class technology and precise equip-

ments can only be afforded by a national or a large company 

laboratory. These attacking requirements will jack up the 

threshold of breaking our proposed generic key agreement 

protocol based on binary tree.

But this protocol still has some security risks. For ex-

ample, a tag in this protocol always responds to the query 

of the reader without prior authentication of the reader . Fur-

thermore, the correct sequence order responded by a tag, if 

not varied can be used to track the user's identity and vio-

late the anonymity concern. Therefore, we add a binary tree 

node traversal based technology into this protocol to provide 

privacy as well as the un-traceability and anonymity of the 

RFID tags. A tag now can exchange a secret session key 

with a reader securely with this binary tree based key agree-

ment protocol.

3.2 BKAP

Horowitz [11] describes that a Bn can be uniquely defined 

with a preorder and an inorder sequences. So we use this 

characteristic to establish the BKAP which only transmits 

node order without sensitive data between a reader and a 

tag for exchanging session key. Now we detail the BKAP 

protocol.

The BKAP is divided into two phases, creation phase 

and key agreement phase. The creation phase includes those 

steps that must be implemented when a reader and a tag are 

manufactured. The key agreement phase is executed when 

a reader exchanges a session key with a tag. The following 

procedure 1 describes the creation phase of BKAP.

Procedure 1 (Creation phase procedure of the BKAP)

(1) Service provider selects a preorder sequence and gen-

erates an array Secret[n] which has n elements.

(2) Readers stores the selected preorder sequence and the 

Secret[n]. It is shown in Fig. 2.

(3) Service provider generates a unique Bn_i.
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Fig. 2 A reader memory organization.

Fig. 3 A tag memory organization of BKAP.

Fig. 4 Key agreement phase of BKAP.

(4) The Tagi stores the unique Bn_i and the Secret[n]. It is 
shown in Fig. 3.

In our BKAP, the key agreement phase consists of 4 

primary steps, and it was shown in Fig. 4:
Stp 1. A reader broadcasts query command.
Step2. A Tagi executes PT(tree) with Bn_i to get Psi after 

receiving query command. Then the Tagi executes 
Derive(postorder) with Psi to read the Secret[n] 
of node contents, and then it derives Kmi. After-
ward the Tagi generates RISt and transmits it to the 
reader.

Step3. After the reader receives the RISt, it executes 
BTree(preorder, inorder) with the pre-stored pre-
order sequence in the creation phase and the re-
ceived RISt to uniquely define Bn_i. Then the 
reader executes PT(tree) with the Bn_i to get the 
Psi. The reader executes Derive(postorder) to read 
the Secret[n] of node contents, and then it derives 
the Kmi. The reader executes PRNG(seed) to gen-
erate a pseudo-random number RNr and transmits 
it to the Tagi.

Step4. The reader uses the RNr and Kmi as the seed of 
PRNG(seed) to generate Ks. The Tagi also uses 
the RNr and the Kmi from step 2 as the seed of 
PRNG(seed) to generate Ks.

3.3 An Example of BKAP

Figure 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7 show an example with a 4-node

Fig. 5 An example of a reader memory in EBKAP.

Fig. 6 An example of a Bn_i.

Fig. 7 An example of a tag memory in EBKAP.

binary tree. They illustrate the whole process of BKAP. 
The following procedure 2 describes the creation phase of 
BKAP.

Procedure 2 (An example of creation phase procedure of 
BKAP)

(1) Service provider selects a preorder sequence, 1234, 
and generates an array Secret[n] which has 4 elements, 
where Secret[1]=b, Secret[2]=a, Secret[3]=c, and 
Secret[4]=d.

(2) A reader stores the selected preorder sequence and the 
Secret[n]. It is shown in Fig. 5.

(3) Service provider generates a unique Bn_i shown in 
Fig. 6.

(4) The Tagi stores the unique Bn_i and the Kmi. It is shown 
in Fig. 7.

In this example, the key agreement phase is described 
as follows:
Step1. A reader broadcasts query command.
Step2. A Tagi executes PT(tree) with Bn_i to get the 

Psi after receiving query command. In this ex-
ample, the Psi is 4321. Then the Tagi executes 
Derive(postorder) with Psi to read the Secret[n] 
of node contents which are dcab. The Tagi use the 
dcab as Kmi. Afterward the Tagi generates RISt 
and transmits it to the reader. The RISt can be a 
4321, 3421, 1432, 1342, 2431, 2341, 1243, and 
1234 inorder sequence, we choose 1342 inorder se-

quence.
Step3. After the reader receives the RISt, 1342, it executes 

BTree(preorder, inorder) with the pre-stored pre-
order sequence, 1234, in the creation phase and the 
received RISt, 1342, to uniquely define Bn_i. Then 
the reader executes PT(tree) with Bn_i to get Psi. In
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this example, the Psi is 4321. The reader executes 
Derive(postorder) to read the Secret[n] of node 
contents, and the reader derives Kmi, dcab. The 
reader executes PRNG(seed) to generate a pseudo-
random number RNr and transmits it to the Tagi.

Step4. The reader uses RNr, and Kmi, dcab, as the seed 
of PRNG(seed) to generate Ks. The Tagi also uses 
RNr and the Kmi, dcab, as the seed of PRNG(seed) 
to generate Ks.

3.4 EBKAP

From Fig. 4, we can easily find that the Kmi derived by 
a Tagi is the same at every key agreement phase. So we 
can modify a tag memory organization for removing the 
two functions PT(tree) and Derive(postorder) of the step 
2 in the key agreement phase to reduce a tag computing re-
sources and enhance the BKAP performance. The modified 
tag memory organization is shown in Fig. 8. The following 

procedure 3 describes the creation phase of EBKAP. It is 
similar to BKAP.

Procedure 3 (Creation phase procedure of EBKAP)

(1) Service provider selects a preorder sequence and gen-
erates an array Secret[n] which has n elements.

(2) A reader stores the selected preorder sequence and the 
Secret[n]. It is shown in Fig. 2.

(3) Service provider generates a unique Bn_i.
(4) The Tags stores the unique Bn_i and the Kmi. It is shown 

in Fig. 8.

In the EBKAP, the key agreement phase also consists 
of 4 primary steps, and it was shown in Fig. 9:
Step1. A reader broadcasts query command.
Step2. A Tagi generates RISt and transmits it to the reader 

after receiving query command.
Step3. After the reader receives the RISt, it executes 

BTree(preorder, inorder) with the pre-stored pre-
order sequence in the creation phase and the re-
ceived RISt to uniquely define Then the

Fig. 8 A tag memory organization of EBKAP.

Fig. 9 Key agreement phase of EBKAP.

reader executes PT(tree) with Bn_i to get Psi. 
The reader executes Derive(postorder) to read the 
Secret[n] of node contents, and it derives the Kmi. 
The reader executes PRNG(seed) to generate a 

pseudo-random number RNr and transmits it to the 
Tagi.

Step4. The reader uses the RNr and derived the Kmi as the 
seed of PRNG(seed) to generate Ks. The Tagi also 
uses the RNr and the pre-stored Kmi as the seed of 
PRNG(seed) to generate Ks.

4. Analysis

The example of BKAP in Sect. 3.2 shows that a tag responds 
with a variant data (i.e., inorder sequence) to a reader in 
key agreement phase. This can resist the attack when an 
adversary uses a constant data to launch tracking attack and 
eavesdropping attack [5].

4.1 Analysis of Eavesdropping Attack

Figure 4 shows that an adversary in key agreement phase can 
eavesdrop RISt and RNr from the air interface. The RISt is 
a random inorder sequence and is not a constant data, and 
the RNr is also a random number. This means an adversary 
can not lunch such a tracking attack with random RISt and 
RNr. In addition, if the adversary wants to get the Ks, he 
must know the Psi and the memory content of a tag or the 
reader in BKAP. The adversary can get the Psi only from 
brute-force search with RISt, and the time of brute-force 
searching is the well-known Catalan number.

(1)

If a computer needs one microsecond for trying a pos-
torder sequence, and the n is 32, the adversary need about 
1,760 years for searching the Psi. In the above analysis, 
even though the adversary finds the Psi, he does not derive 
the Kmi without the tag or reader memory content. The ad-
versary only lunches physical attack to get the memory con-
tent for analyzing the Ks.

4.2 Analysis of the Size of Bpre-postn

We know RISt is generated from Bpre-postn. The size of 
Bnre-post provides the number of the variances in RISt trans-
mitted from a tag to a reader. The larger the size of Bpre-pos
the more difficult an adversary can track a tag. From [12], 
we learn that the preorder and postorder sequences of two 
Bn are the same, but their inorder sequences can be differ-
ent if a Bn changes its subtree of a given node with a single 
chain topology from left to right or from right to left. So, 
if Bn_i has a singly linked node, the number of RISt of Tagi 
are 21=2. If Bn_i has two singly linked nodes, the number 
of RISt of Tagi are 22=4, and so on. As we mentioned 
in Sect. 2, we denote that the total singly linked nodes of a 
binary tree is NNs. Therefore the number of RISt of a Tagi 
are 2NNs.
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4.3 Analysis of the Size of Bpren

Because Bn _i is selected from Bpren, we must find how many 

Bn can be assigned to a tag. The problem is similar to count-

ing the number of binary trees (Bn) can be built from a given 

set of n nodes. Figure 10 shows the organization of a binary 

tree. Let an be the size of Bpren and a0=0. If the left sub-

tree has k nodes, then the right subtree has n-k-1 nodes, 

where k=0,1,•c,n-1. From [11] we know that Bn could 

have the number of variant binary trees as shown in Eq. (1). 

But we must subtract the number of Bn which have the same 

postorder sequences from Eq. (1). The number of Bn with 

the same postorder sequence is an-1a0[12]. So the size of 

the Bpren can be derived as follows:

(2)

Because Eq. (2) has no close form, we use matlab to 
calculate the value of the an, and Fig. 11 shows the result.

4.4 Performance Analysis of EBKAP

4.4.1 Single Tag Environment

In EBKAP, the computational complexity needed in a tag 
depends on the procedure of generating RISt. It can be di-
vided into two tasks. The first task is randomly changing 
the subtree of every singly linked node from left subtree to 
right subtree or right subtree to left subtree. The program

Fig. 10 The definition of a binary tree.

Fig. 11 The size of the Bpren.

is shown in Fig. 12. We can easy know its time complex-

ity is O(n). The second task is to traverse a Bn via inorder 

sequence. Its time complexity is also O(n) [11].

In tag memory of the EBKAP, we need two ROMs for 

pre-storing data. The first ROM is used for pre-storing Bn_i, 

the ROM needs (2n+1)[log2n] bits or O(nlogn) space, 

where •g[x]•h is a ceiling function which denotes the smallest 

integer greater than or equal to x. We use 288 logic gates, 

12 FlipFlops, and 20 IO Buffer realizing the logic of pre-

storing Bn _i, where n is 32 as shown in the simulation result 

of Fig. 13. The second ROM is used for pre-storing Kmi, 

the ROM needs the k bits or O(k) space, where the k is the 

length of Kmi. We use 4 logic gates, 2 FlipFlops, and 130IO 

Buffer for realizing the logic of pre-storing Kmi, where k is 

128 as shown in the simulation result of Fig. 14. In addition, 

when the EBKAP protocol traverses a Bn in a tag via inorder 

sequence, it needs a stack with a height d[11]. This mean

char* Inorder_Permutation(char *tree)

{for(i=0; i<n; i++){
if(tree->leftsubtree==empty && tree->rightsubtree!=empty||tree 

->leftsubtree!=empty && tree->rightsubtree==empty)

if(rand()mod2==1)
swap(tree->leftsuhtree, tree->rightsubtree);

}return tree;

Fig. 12 Randomly select sdsd Bn from Bpre-postn.

Fig. 13 The simulation result of pre-storing Bn_i using Xilinx ISE 9.li.

Fig. 14 Thee simulation result of pre-storing Kmi using Xilinx ISE 9.li.
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Fig. 15 The simulation result of implementing STACK using Xilinx ISE 

9.li.

Fig. 16 The simulation result of implementing RAM using Xilinx ISE 
9.li.

the tag needs a O(dlogn) stack space. The simulation result 
in Fig. 15 shows that we use 443 logic gates, 77 FlipFlops, 
and 18 IO Buffer for realizing the logic of the STACK op-
erations, where d is equal to 10. The EBKAP protocol also 
needs RAM memory to temporarily store data. The simu-
lation result in Fig. 16 shows that we use 750 logic gates, 
421 FlipFlops, and 33 IO Buffer for realizing the logic of 
the RAM processing.

Figure 17 shows the design summary results of real-
izing the entire EBKAP protocol, which are automatically 

generated in Xilinx ISE 9.li environment. It is clear to know 
that the EBKAP with 32-node binary tree requires 3,474 
logic gates, 790 FlipFlops, 31 tri-states, and 9 IO Buffer to 
implement in digital logic.

4.4.2 Multiple Tags Environment

We assume BKAP and EBKAP will kick in to perform key 
agreement only after all the tags in the field havee been in-
dividually identified using some kind of anti-collision tech-
nique of EPCglobal C1G2 based identification scheme by 
the same RFID reader [10]. During the key agreement phase 
of both BKAP and EBKAP, there is no need to pre-store all 
the tags' shared secrets in the server database except to store 
the single selected preorder sequence in the reader. There-
fore, when both schemes are used in a closed domain multi-

Fig. 17 The design summary results of Xilinx ISE 9.li.

ple tags environment, the complexity and performance mea-

sure of server-side and procedure is virtually no different 

than in the single tag environment.

4.5 Comparison with Other Existing Key Agreement Pro-

tocols in RFID Field

All other existing key agreement protocols in RFID field 

have to use either special •gnoisy tags•h [7], or a hash func-

tion in addition to XOR operation, PRNG, etc [8], or require 

many interactions between the tag and the reader [9]. Our 

BKAP and EBKAP are the only binary tree based KAPs, 

which avoid using special tags, hash functions, or exces-

sive interactions between the tag and the reader. Since none 

of the existing KAPs gave the cost of realizing their proto-

cols in terms of the number of gate logics like us, therefore 

we can't make any meaningful quantitative comparison be-

tween their results and ours.

5. Conclusions and Future Works

Although RFID technology can be applied in many 

fields [13], such as asset management, tracking, matching, 

process control, access control and automated payment, 

these applications will result in more security and privacy 

risks. Many proposals have been proposed for solving these 

security and privacy risks, however, most of them are im-

practical. This is because some of them were designed for 

protecting long-term security using public key cryptosystem 

but do not consider the hardware cost [14], or some of them 

were designed using symmetric key cryptosystem but do not 

consider the privacy or the whole environment security [15]. 

In this paper, we propose a generic binary tree based KAP, 

and then apply it to RFID system for symmetric session key 

exchange.

The major advantages of our EBKAP are the low time 

complexity O(n), and the low space complexity O(nlogn). 

We also estimate the number of the logic gates required to 

implement EBKAP in a RFID tag by running a Xilinx ISE
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9.li Verilog Hardware Design Language (Verilog HDL) pro-

gram. Our estimating result shows that it only takes 3,474 

logic gates, 790 FlipFlops, 31 tri-states, and 9 IO Buffer to 

implement EBKAP. We believe the number of the logic 

gates can be optimized further to be less than these esti-

mated figures. Furthermore, we do not require a backend 

EPC/master key database for implementing either BKAP or 

EBKAP. That is to say, we only make use of the existing re-

sources in the RFID reader and tags to provide security and 

privacy to the low cost RFID systems. The EBKAP is dif-

ferent to the •gOne Time Codes•h scheme in [15] because they 

need to pre-store the shared keys in their databases and they 

also need to worry about the key synchronization problem.

The BKAP and EBKAP, also have vulnerabilities. The 

number of the RISt depends on the NNs, this may be weak 

when the NNs is too small. So we suggest the servivice 

provider select Bn_i with a large NNs. In addition, we 

also suggest that RFID systems implemented with BKAP 

or EBKAP should be developed in accordance with the Na-

tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) FIPS 

140-2 Cryptographic Module Security Requirements [16] 

for protecting them from tampering and other physical at-

tacks.

Although EBKAP is intended to protect the privacy and 

traceability when RFID is deployed in real life environment, 

the same concepts adopted in EBKAP can be extended and 

applied to develop two other similar protocols [17]. The 

first protocol is EPC retrieval protocol (ERP) which could 

be used to protect the privacy with user anonymity, when 

a reader tried to retrieve a tag's EPC code. The second is 

a binary tree based mutual authentication protocol called 

BMAP, which has a similar purpose like ERP to protect 

user's privacy with user anonymity, because in BMAP a tag 

only responds a random value to the query of a reader after a 

proper mutual authentication between the tag and the reader.
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